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"I couldnâ€™t recommend this more highly. Scott explains the basic of investing in simple English.

Itâ€™s solid advice; the kind you rarely get from the talking heads on TV, radio, and the rest of the

media. Scott backs it all up with good solid research; this is not his opinion, itâ€™s facts, but

presented in a way that your Grandmother could understand." - Dr. Barry H. Kaplan, EA, CFP, Chief

Investment Officer, Cambridge Wealth CounselAre you worried and stressed out about not having

enough money to retire? Do you have fear of losing your money?Are you unsure of how to build

wealth for the long term?Or maybe youâ€™ve been thinking of investing for quite some time now,

and you just donâ€™t know how to get started. The whole thing seems too complex and

overwhelming. This conversational and action oriented book is for people who want to get started

investing (or are thinking about it), but have never understood why or how - no matter your age or

how much money you have to invest. Investing has always been made out to be difficult for you,

and you think you couldn't do it yourself, much less retire rich. Every time you think about it, you get

overwhelmed and afraid of making a costly mistake. You know the drill.You get ready to do

something - maybe on your own or in your employer's retirement plan.Then ...You find yourself lost

in all the jargon and get-rich-quick schemes. You have no idea what to do. After some time, you

give up and just let whatever money you have sit in a savings account earning no interest. Or worse

- you ask somebody else to do it for you and trust it will turn out ok (hint - it won't). There are TONS

of myths, misconceptions, and flat-out lies out there about how difficult it is to build wealth.99 Minute

Millionaire busts those myths and challenges everything youâ€™ve been told about investing. This

book contains proven solutions that every new and experienced investor needs to know - no matter

what financial challenges you face.99 Minute Millionaire Gives You The Path To Building

WealthWhy many investors fail, and how you can ensure you don'tHow you can make the most

money with very little workImportant decisions every investor should be aware of14 common and

costly mistakes investors makeHow to manage your money like a proThe truth about financial

advisors and investing professionalsAnd much more!Follow the advice given in this book and by the

end, after putting what I have to say into action, you will be a better investor than most

professionals.Best of all, the rest of your life doesnâ€™t have to be put on hold to do it either!This

book shows you how you can continue to spend most of your time doing what you love instead of

struggling to manage your money.Before your buy the book, I have one question for you:What's

stopping you from taking 99 minutes to improve the quality of your finances and put you on the path

to financial freedom?
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Scott Alan Turner delivers on the premise on his book: this may very well be the simplest and

easiest guide to personal finance. This book explains the sometimes scary and easily

procrastinated-on financial decisions and relevant terms in accessible language. I loved reading it

and I heartily recommend it. Turner writes humbly and honestly while offering valuable advice. It's

the most pleasant reading experience on finances I have come across so far. I found it eye- opening

and truly helpful, and lacking the intimidating or sometimes even shaming undertone financial

advice guides can have. It's a book I will continue referring to.

I've read several books on investing, and this one is by far the best! Turner writes in a simple

step-by-step fashion, making it easy to understand everything a beginning (and intermediate)

investor needs to know. With entertaining anecdotes and metaphors, you feel like the author is

talking as he would to a friend. An excellent teacher, Turner explains the basics to the person who

doesn't yet know anything about investing or may be scared to invest for themselves, with great

enthusiasm, encouragement, and well-researched knowledge and wisdom.As soon as you "open"



the book, you find several valuable bonuses right upfront that themselves are worth getting the

book. If you're not convinced by reading the reviews, check out his free Financial Rock Star

podcast, which is also chock-full of information, tips, and tools. This is a man who takes his research

seriously (but expresses it with fun)! Unlike many financial authors,Turner has nothing to sell (other

than the priceless information and advice packed into this volume!), so the reader doesn't feel like

anything is left out, as if the book is merely a strategy to sell you a course or workshop or that

there's another "level" you have to go to in order to make use of the information offered. Of course,

there's always more to learn, but what you need to begin Is all right there!

I have listened to the Financial Rockstar podcast for a few months now. The book is of the same

cloth in ease of understanding and simple to grasp. My usual book reading list includes classics like

"The Hungry Caterpillar" and "Little Blue Truck". So my level of sophistication is way up there.

Reading this book put my kids right to sleep. Just kidding, this book is going to be one that you keep

on shelf where it's easy to get to. A kind of reference manual for the simple minded. The language

used is easy to digest and grasp so that going back for a quick refresher is a must. I have never

been great with anything financial and in fact have been in a struggle for most of my adult life. But

with the podcast and this book I'm taking back my freedom and learning how to make my money

work for me.

I bought 99 Minute Millionaire because my husband and I had twins this year. We want to make

sure our finances are working for us for retirement, for us to help pay for our twin's college

educations and all their other expenses. We didn't have a lot of time for reading or for concepts

presented in a confusing way - sleep deprivation is real! I read the book first and couldn't wait for my

husband to read it. We are taking action with the steps presented in the book and I feel better about

our financial future as we have more knowledge about what to do, what options there are out there,

and what things to avoid. I highly recommend it!

Easy to understand, down to earth and helpful book to better navigate your finances. The author

has a great approach and an entertaining style, not the boring, dry voice you would expect from the

subject.The extra bonuses are also very generous and great information. Definitely a must read!

Easier said than done, right? Might as well dreaming of being an astronaut. Hell, you probably think

the odds of you space-shuttling to Mars are higher than those of you becoming a millionaire. Well,



Scott Turner makes it feasible. Not easy, but feasible.Not only does he walk the walk, he actively

shares the experiences and knowledge that helped him attain a life of self-sufficiency. The idea of

that much independence may seem utopian to most of us, but that's the beauty of Scott's book; he

makes it real, achievable, and best of all, really enticing. When you're done with this book, you're

convinced that with the right knowhow and an indomitable will, you can also reach the stars.Do

yourself a solid; give this book a chance. It might just the be the first major step to the life you've

always dreamed of.

Scott does an excellent job of turning an often misunderstood subject into an easy to understand

and humorous road map for financial success. I plan on giving a copy to each of my children and

grandchildren to help them better understand money magic. Scott also has an excellent podcast

called Financial Rock Star where he shares his financial wisdom several times a week. I highly

recommend his book 99 Minute Millionaire and his podcast.

I'm very impressed by the straightforwardness in which Scott Alan Turner presents his financial

advice and tips. He makes it abundantly clear that the information he writes about has been

gathered from professionals and has been applied by himself. He understands that in order to get

started on the road to financial independence, many people are intimidated by the financial

intricacies. Scott Alan sifts through the deluge of savings and finance and pans out the best nuggets

to get started. Yes, he says his intention was to make it 5th grade simple and for that I'm grateful. I

always wanted someone to explain it to me without feeling embarrassed for not knowing the

fundamentals. Now I feel like I can begin with a sense of direction. Thanks Scott!
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